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Custom Graphics

Need a banner, buttons, or graphics for your Website? Our graphic artists are experts at brand creation and Website
aesthetics.

We have competitive rates on all graphic services and can provide them either stand-alone, or as part of a larger project.

Corfun has several graphic artists on staff. Our graphic artists are experts at creating logos, ads, banners, and buttons.

Corfun can either do custom graphic work for your Web needs as part of an overall project, or on a stand-alone basis.
Our pricing is reasonable, and represents an outstanding value for the money.

Many of our Web design packages include graphics! If you are thinking of redesigning your site, then doing an entire
project with us could save you quite a bit of money!

Graphic Type

Size (in px)
Pricing (in USD)

Corporate Logo (suitable for Web and all print use)
Variable
$300 and up depending on specifics

Full Web Banner
468 x 60
$300

Smaller Web Banner
392 x 72
$250

Half Banner
234 x 60
$150

Vertical Tower
160 x 600
$200

Vertical Ad or Banner
120 x 240
$110
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Square Banner
120 x 120
$80

Buttons
120 x 90
$30

Logo Suggestions

Some suggestions before you hire Corfun, or any other design company, to do a logo for you:

1 You should determine your company's attitude, vision and goal. Your logo should reflect these elements.

2 Look for logos that you like and don't like and try to identify the elements of each.

3 Consider the type of logo you are looking for. Here are some definitions to help you decide. There are 3 basic kinds of
logos:

- Graphical - Abstract graphic combined with your company name
- Logotype/Text - Font elements only (your company name), developed into a design.
- Illustrated - Illustration that most likely expresses what your company does.

Simple logos will be $300. More complex logos, particularly involving freehand illustration, will be more expensive. Let us
know what you are looking for, and then we will be happy to give you an estimate on the cost!
Sample Graphics

Below is a sampling of some of the logos and ads which our artists have done for other customers. We can handle
anything from ads, to banners, to logos, to simple buttons. Whatever your need is, we can help.

Contact us today to find out how we can help you!
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